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1. mobile GIS in archaeology
a. move toward “paperless archaeology”
b. fancy Trimble DGPS and mobile GIS 
software, e.g., ArcPad (>$5000)
c. tablet-based mobile GIS (<$1000)
i) built-in GPS (~5m), compass, network 
connection, GIS apps
a) Google Earth
b) Collector for ArcGIS (ESRI)
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The traditional v1ew of gift exchange sees such transac-
tions as reciprocal; trade relations were conducted between 
seemingly equal entities and were based on the creation of 
obligatory, continuing reciprocity. This vision of trade in the 
Late Bronze Age may seem somewhat altruistic. A closer read-
ing of the Amarna Letters reveals that while luxury gifts were 
exchanged, they often served specific purposes such as dow-
ries or tribute. Most tribute, on the other hand, may have been 
only perceived, and was the concept under which most trade 
was transacted (see pp. 161-68). The exchange of raw and 
finished goods may have operated through the use of "letters 
of credit." 105 
As a high-risk endeavor, long-distance trade necessitated 
extensive preparations, provisions for security during the voy-
age, and substantial capital investment for the procurement of 
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which came to dominate nearly all aspects of social, economic, 
political, and military life. 106 While private merchants engaged 
in retail trade in domestic markets, most interregional exchange 
in the Near East during this time was probably controlled or 
influenced by the palaces or elite centers. Undoubtedly, some 
interregional trade must have occurred, but even seemingly 
private mercantile trade enterprises appear to have been 
mostly conducted through merchants who were in some 
manner connected to or operating around the palace. Thus the 
Uluburun ship probably represents a royal or elite shipment 
of the type exchanged between Egypt, the Levan tine coast, 
Alashiya (Cyprus), and Anatolia, as is vividly revealed by the 
Amarna Letters, albeit one whose ultimate destination was in 
the Aegean. Unlike the Cape Gelidonya ship, which was en-
gaged in opportunistic trade or tramping along the southern 
coast of Anatolia and Cyprus, probably between minor ports, 
(Pulak	  2012)
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Formatting feature templates, publishing feature service  




“Virtual survey” using Bing 




Large burial fields 
recording rate: ~50 tombs/person/hr
Aparan
Pilot transect survey to 
examine site densities 
around LBA fortress 
!
• 2.2 km2 sample survey area 
• 283 burials (~130 tombs/km2)
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survey” to examine suitable survey areas, and 
ground-truth potential sites
b. rapid data collection in online or offline mode
c. real-time data upload avoids redundancy 
and human error in syncing/data transfer
i. lets me detect and correct errors in the field
d. can record transects to test sampling strategy
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2) collaborative
a. can create ‘groups’ of users among 
collaborators across institutions (w/ESRI 
license)
b. field consultation w/ off-site team members
c. iOS and Android compatible
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Field results from pilot survey using iPads and 
ESRI’s Collector for ArcGIS app:
3) affordable
a. tablets inexpensive enough to equip each 
team member
b. SIM cards are cheap
c. Collector app is free
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